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Henige, Chris

From: Henige, Chris
Sent: Monday, March 27, 2017 8:47 PM
To: Faris, Teresa F; ferella@uww.edu; Flanagan, Michael; Frame, Teri; Hubbard, John J; Ince, 

Julia C; Janovec, Jared A; Kim, Daniel I; Lind, Teresa M; leudkec@uww.edu; Melton, 
Renee M; Messer, Susan C; Miller, Bill; Handzlik, Bethann; Porcaro, Greg; Wadhwa, 
Gautam; White, Max L; Wilk, Deborah J; Willsey, Maggie; Zhang, Xiaohong

Cc: Cook, Greg; Mertens, Robert J
Subject: Mr. Flanagan
Attachments: Flanagan.pdf

I invite all of you to look over the attached documents, because it will give you a taste of things you might 
never have expected, but which are indicative of why you really have no choice but to ask for proof first and 
trust your colleagues later. 
 
Mr. Flanagan contacted me, unsolicited, on April 6, 2016 and again on April 8 (first 3 pages of the 
attachments). Feel free to read my comments in between if you are convinced my motives have something to 
do with anything other than the students. 
 
On May 10, one day after the Jessica's fiasco, Mr. Flanagan sent the email on the 4th page of the attached to 
Sue and Renee, who had obviously solicited him for it. He presumably refers to the document I attached to my 
reply to him on April 7. It outlined the entire history of conduct by a variety of individuals over the past six 
years. Hence his comments on April 8. Might I also remind you that it was Mr. Flanagan who agreed 
to put Greg's items on the agenda, after reading the full story in an attachment to my email? The reason I have 
this, and the reason it is highlighted, is because Renee and Sue included it in their exhibits of their complaint 
(later dismissed) as "evidence" of my malfeasance.  
 
The last page of the attached is another email from Mr. Flanagan in which he still can't bring himself to admit 
that he was the one who initiated the contact with me, and instead blames his woes on accidentally hitting the 
"Reply All" button. I did that once. Renee Melton filed a complaint with the Chancellor, I admitted it 
immediately, he gave me a letter of reprimand, I gave him the recording of the March 9, 2015 department 
meeting, another fiasco, he did nothing with it. The reason I have this email is because Mr. Mertens has 
included it as evidence of my malfeasance in his complaint. Sorry Bob, probably not so reliable as it turns out. 
But as you know, Mr. Flanagan is not alone. 
 
So not only has Mr. Flanagan lied to the administration, twice, (and they don't seem to be doing much about 
that) but he seems to have had no problem whatsoever trying to throw me under the bus for his 
"misconduct". I put this in quotes because I firmly believe that there is no chance the administration can 
actually dictate who can and cannot contact me, inside, or in this case outside, the workplace. Yet that has 
been their position all along, and a good many of you have accepted that. What will you do when it happens 
to you? If you weren't afraid of them before, you probably should be now. They have shown no respect for my 
constitutional, legal, policy, or individual rights.   
 
Would I have expected this from Mr. Flanagan? Not in a million years. But there it is in black and white. I have 
provided this to Mr. Mertens, who has filed a complaint against me seeking my dismissal for exactly the 
same "offense", and I have copied him on this. I intend to be entirely transparent about what has and will 
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transpire, because the administration and the bad actors rely on "confidentiality" to shield them from the 
consequences of their actions. As you are aware, there is no such "confidentiality", and now the first chickens 
are coming home to roost. You deserve to know what's going on, and to know whom you can and cannot 
trust. 
 
As for you, Mr. Flanagan, your duplicity is laid bare for all to see. If your colleagues wish to continue to work 
with such a person, they can suffer the consequences, but at this point, perhaps retirement is the better part 
of valor. I certainly will have nothing more to do with you.  
 
Dr. Henige   
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Henige, Chris

From: Chris Henige <cchenige@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, March 27, 2017 7:57 PM
To: Henige, Chris
Subject: Fwd: Checking in

 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Michael Flanagan <flantechgroup@gmail.com> 
Date: Wed, Apr 6, 2016 at 9:50 PM 
Subject: Checking in 
To: Chris Henige <cchenige@gmail.com> 
 
 
Chris, I'm sure you know I have been instructed not to contact you, so this is off the record. You and I had a 
nice, collegial working relationship. I thought you did a good job when you curated the ceramic show and I 
thought you had a considered approach when you were Department Chair. 
 
I'm sorry to hear about the hip replacement; I've had friends go through it and it's taken a long time to recover, 
but it did help solve the issues. 
 
If it were up to me, and it's not, I'd say work in the library for the first month in the fall, or icit or someplace 
where your skills would be valued. The decision, however, is not mine to make.  I have lobbied for that 
approach on your behalf. 
 
I'm relying on you to keep this message private; don't do me wrong.  A lot of the humanity has been lost in all 
of this. I appreciate the heads up on your absence in the fall rather than a last minute notification. It serves the 
students much better if we have time to look for a qualified instructor. 
 
This may be the last communication from me for a while; as I said I'm under orders not to make contact. 
 
Regards, Mike 
 
Michael Flanagan 
 
 
Sent from my iPad 
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Henige, Chris

From: Chris Henige <cchenige@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, March 27, 2017 7:58 PM
To: Henige, Chris
Subject: Fwd: Checking in

 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Michael Flanagan <flantechgroup@gmail.com> 
Date: Fri, Apr 8, 2016 at 10:13 AM 
Subject: Re: Checking in 
To: Chris Henige <cchenige@gmail.com> 
 

Yikes! I had a long chat with Greg yesterday, he pretty much said the same thing.  It's a mess, but this is off the 
record please.  
 
Mike 
 
Michael Flanagan 
 
 
Sent from my iPad 
 
On Apr 7, 2016, at 9:54 PM, Chris Henige <cchenige@gmail.com> wrote: 

Mike; 
 
Thanks for the thoughts. I'm not going to rat you out. Having received no response today, it 
seems you'll just have to wait to see what happens in the Fall. It would have been better for all 
concerned to nail this down, but the hubris of the administration has far outweighed their concern 
for the students. I recognize you are a lame duck here - no tenure protection and essentially at the 
mercy of those who would renew your contract. That's why they chose you. But now you've had 
access to actual documentation, and I think you're starting to see things for just what they are. 
Sadly, Renee seems to have some mental health issues that are now pretty clearly exposed. And 
there's no doubt Sue is behind most of what's been going on. The department will not recover 
until they are gone. And I can't see any legitimate reason to tenure someone who has physically 
assaulted another faculty member. I have attached one more document that is making its way 
around the department. I did not send it to you directly because as chair I have suspected you 
would pass it along, but I don't even care at this point. There's nothing in it that isn't true, and 
isn't fully documented, so no concern whatever about defamation. If you can read this and not be 
embarrassed for the department and the institution, then I'd be surprised and disappointed. It's 
time for the people who genuinely care about the department and the students to stand up and 
take it back. This has to be a collective effort based on truth and integrity and not on 
unsubstantiated rumors and innuendo. 

C 
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On Wed, Apr 6, 2016 at 8:50 PM, Michael Flanagan <flantechgroup@gmail.com> wrote: 
Chris, I'm sure you know I have been instructed not to contact you, so this is off the record. You 
and I had a nice, collegial working relationship. I thought you did a good job when you curated 
the ceramic show and I thought you had a considered approach when you were Department 
Chair. 
 
I'm sorry to hear about the hip replacement; I've had friends go through it and it's taken a long 
time to recover, but it did help solve the issues. 
 
If it were up to me, and it's not, I'd say work in the library for the first month in the fall, or icit 
or someplace where your skills would be valued. The decision, however, is not mine to make.  I 
have lobbied for that approach on your behalf. 
 
I'm relying on you to keep this message private; don't do me wrong.  A lot of the humanity has 
been lost in all of this. I appreciate the heads up on your absence in the fall rather than a last 
minute notification. It serves the students much better if we have time to look for a qualified 
instructor. 
 
This may be the last communication from me for a while; as I said I'm under orders not to make 
contact. 
 
Regards, Mike 
 
Michael Flanagan 
 
 
Sent from my iPad 

 

<History-Anonymous.pdf> 
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